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*e biceps and triceps alternatively act as agonists and antagonists to realize upper limb movement. Pneumatic artificial muscle
(PAM), which is inflated and deflated with compressed air instead of water, has similar characteristics to those of human muscle.
*e challenge is whether an exoskeleton actuated by PAM can help biceps lift the upper limb. Accordingly, the principal aim of
this research is to guarantee precise signal collection and control process and adopt the synergy control of PAM and upper limb. In
this system, the biceps and triceps provide the main signals in synergy control, electrodes are pasted outside of biceps and triceps
to sample their electromyogram signal (EMGs), and the mechanical structure and control system of the pneumatic exoskeleton are
proposed.*e relationship between duty-ratio-controlled variables and PAM contraction speed is given by experimental analysis,
and the maximum duty ratio of controlled variables of input is set to 80. *e feature analysis of EMGs can be various including
envelope, moving average, and moving root mean square (RMS).*e envelope is taken to extract muscle contraction information
through upper limb muscles in a static contraction experiment. *en, the processes of biceps and triceps EMGs feature changes
including rapid swing, slow swing, and discontinuous swing under various loads are analyzed during upper limb muscle dynamic
contraction. *e duty-ratio-controlled variables can be divided into five levels, which correspond to exertion rating from
powerless to very strong in two EMG characters. *ese can be reflected in a scatter diagram of duty-ratio-controlled variables and
average EMG characters. A nonlinear relationship can be transferred into the continuous system by the polynomial interpolation
method, solving the problem of saturation. *e net duty-ratio-controlled variables are adopted to control the on-off state and
pulse-width modulation (PWM) duty ratio of the high-speed on-off valve. *e forearm lifting up movement is unpowered and
powered with various load EMGs, and elbow discontinuous swing angle overshoot is performed to analyze the coordination effect
in a synergy control experiment.

1. Introduction

*e exoskeleton has become one of the important research
subjects in recent years, especially in gait training [1], re-
habilitation [2, 3], and tremor-suppression orthoses [4].
Almost all existing actuators adopt a driven exoskeleton,
including a motor [5–9], hydraulic system [10], pneumatic
system [11], and wires [12, 13]. Motors possess the ad-
vantages of small volume, low weight, large force of traction,
simple operation, good performance, and high safety;
therefore, they have been widely used in artificial exoskel-
etons. *e relevant research work mainly focuses on the
control algorithm to reduce the error; examples of solutions

include adaptive neural network fast fractional sliding mode
control [7] and standard force feedback control such as
interaction force feedback control and the reference gen-
eration [8], adaptive impedance control [9], or sliding mode
control [11].

*e above researches mainly focus on the active reha-
bilitation of the exoskeleton; studies on load carriage rep-
resent another research direction. Nonetheless,
electromyogram signals (EMGs), which reflect muscle and
joint actual condition, have been rarely considered. For
example, a motor combined with EMGs was presented for
upper limb rehabilitation [14]. Muscles are often in more
than one state at any given time; that is, they can be in
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isobaric, isotonic, and isometric contraction and expansion.
Pneumatic artificial muscle (PAM), which is much lighter
and, at the same time, more compliant than a traditional
motor, has similar properties as humanmuscles; therefore, it
is a better choice for movement rehabilitation.

*is paper proposes an exoskeleton for load carriage
actuated by PAM. Its mechanical structure, the control
system of the pneumatic exoskeleton, and the relationship
between duty-ratio-controlled variables and PAM con-
traction speed are presented in Section 2. Section 3 exper-
imentally evaluates the upper limb muscles’ static
contraction characteristics. Section 4 illustrates the AR
model process flow and upper limb muscles dynamic
contraction characteristics. In Section 5, the experimental
verification of the coordination effect in synergy control is
presented.

2. Mechanism and Control Principle

As can be seen in Figure 1, the pneumatic exoskeleton chiefly
consists of a posterior arm, a forearm, a baffle, an angular
transducer, a plate, and PAM. *e posterior arm is suffi-
ciently tightened to hold the articulatio humeri in position,
in order to provide a stable point of attachment of PAM that
remains relatively fixed during contraction. Forearm lift-up
motion occurs as a result of PAM contraction, where a cable
pulls a pulley in the elbow, and the forearm revolves around
the elbow. Baffles are mounted individually onto the pos-
terior arm and forearm, and the upper limb is fixed onto
baffles by the bandage. An angular transducer is set on the
elbow, which measures angle changes in the forearm. *e
tester wears short-sleeved shirts, and the baffle is in direct
contact with the arm in actual use. A dumbbell is used for
additional load in the plate, which makes it more convenient
to increase and decrease the applied load.

*e control principle of the proposed pneumatic exo-
skeleton is shown in Figure 2, where the host computer
outputs pulse-width modulation (PWM) signals to a data
acquisition card, and then, a single-chip microcomputer
performs further processing. After the single-chip micro-
computer receives signals, it will allow for the corresponding
PWM signals’ duty cycle and frequency to be drawn out of
the amplifier, which will, in turn, control the opening and
closing of a high-speed on-off valve. *e sampled data of
angle change in the elbow flow through the signal adjust
circuit, and then, it is transmitted to the data acquisition card
and host computer. *e host computer also shows the
collection of EMGs by electrodes, which are attached outside
of the biceps and triceps [15].*e PAM is in the condition of
either being deflated or inflated according to collected data
of EMGs and angle changes.

*e MHE2-MS1H-3/2G-QS-4-K (FESTO company) is
selected as a high-speed on-off valve. *e most suitable valve
is found by studying the relationship between the high-speed
on-off valve duty cycle and PAM contraction speed.

With the plate carrying a 3 kg weight, the duty ratio of
the high-speed on-off valve is simultaneously altered, the
recording time is from 3° to 60° in the elbow, andmovements
can be roughly divided into two types: up and down. *e

relationship between duty-ratio-controlled variables and
contraction speed is shown in Figure 3, which can evaluate
the speed of the exoskeleton according to the inverse of
elapsed time.

Figure 3 shows that when the value of duty-ratio-
controlled variables is less than 80, it shows approxi-
mating linear relationships with the increase and decrease
of speed. *e elbow rotational speed reduces as the value
of duty-ratio-controlled variables continues to increase.
Moreover, it is experimentally found that the maximum
permissible comfortable rotational speed in the elbow
occurs when the duty-ratio-controlled variable is 80.
*us, the maximum duty-ratio-controlled variable of
input is set to 80, and the problem of speed limit can be
resolved, while the requirement of linear PAM contrac-
tion speed can be met.

3. Static Contraction of Upper Limb Muscles

3.1. Purpose and Experimental Design. With a constant el-
bow joint angle, we investigate how the EMGs of biceps and
triceps change over time when different weights are loaded.

We try to imitate how the human limb works using the
proposed exoskeleton, picking up and analyzing the EMGs
when the exoskeleton is attached to the tester. Electrodes are
laid outside of the biceps and triceps, and the posterior arm
and forearm are fastened to the exoskeleton by the bandage.
*e posterior arm is in a vertical position, while the forearm
is horizontal. Both upper limbs of the tester and the exo-
skeleton are lifted from the initial position to a set position,
kept still for a period of 10 seconds, dropped, and returned to
the initial position.
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Figure 1: Overall mechanical structure of pneumatic exoskeleton.
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*e load is gradually increased from 0 kg to 5 kg at an
interval of 1 kg. *e tester is given 30 seconds of break
between the two experiments to prevent muscle fatigue.

3.2. Data Processing. Data acquisition is performed
throughout holding up the forearm, recording the signals
derived from interception, processing, and analysis of
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Figure 2: Control principle of the pneumatic exoskeleton.
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experimental findings, in order to characterize the upper
limbmuscles’ static contraction features during keeping still.

*e signals may contain a lot of noise and large voltage
deviation, which greatly influences real data, so it is un-
necessary to filter EMG signals prior to analysis. *e fre-
quency distribution of EMGs is 20–500Hz, the frequency of
main signals is 50–500Hz, and signal interception is realized
by a band-pass filter with a frequency of 50–500Hz.

More research is needed to extract muscle contraction
information after pretreatment of original EMGs. *ere are
three methods for solving this problem: envelope, moving
average, and moving RMS.

In envelope, first, full-wave rectification of the signal is
performed, and then, a low band filter of two-order 2Hz is
applied, so that the local EMGs amplitude of the vibration
can be briefly estimated.

With moving average, a period of time is selected that
reads out the sum of signals after rectification (200ms is
taken as research object), and then, the average is found.
*is can often effectively reflect the amplitude of EMGs.
Generally, the longer the time chosen, the more accurate
amplitude can be obtained. However, if the time is too
long, it will affect real-time control, and thus, 200ms is
preferred.

*e difference between moving RMS and moving av-
erage is in the calculation of the square root of the average.

3.3. Analysis of Results. *e method of averaging the values
of various quantities for 7 seconds is taken as the overall
evaluation of feature variables, and the effects of load on the
exoskeleton are investigated.

*ere are three methods of dissecting EMGs, as shown in
Figures 4–7, and their results are approximately the same.
*e figures demonstrate how the characteristics obtained
from biceps EMGs grow in an unlinear trend as more load is
applied, which is closely corresponds to the EMGs and
muscle force in human physiology. According to the
characteristics obtained from triceps EMGs, the load comes
to near-linear in the triceps. *e difference between the
biceps and the triceps is that the contraction length of the
latter is much less than that of the former. *e contraction
length is very small, and the nonlinear EMG characteristics
are close to linear.

4. Dynamic Contraction of Upper LimbMuscles

4.1. AR Model. Let s(n) be a zero mean steady random
signal, from which we can derive the source of white noise
with known first-order and second-order statistics, where a
linear system h(k) is impelled by w(n). *e parameter w(n)

is zero mean white noise sequence, and its variance is σ2w;
h(k) or its transfer function H(z) all comprise a linear
system. If the power and system parameters of white noise
excitation are known, the stochastic signal can become a
model parameter, and its properties can be studied as shown
in Figure 8 [16].

If s(n) is only influenced by its previous value and
present stimulus signals, we can obtain

s(n) � − 

p

k�1
aks(n − k) + w(n), (1)

where ak represents a model parameter, p represents order,
w(n) represents zero-mean-value stationary white noise,
and its variance is σ2.

*e model transfer function H(z) can be written as

H(z) �
1

1 + 
p

k�1 akz
−k

�
1

A(z)
,

(2)

where A(z) � 1 + 
p

k�1 akz−k.
*is is a p-order all-pole AR model, in which the ran-

domness of the stochastic signal can be combined with some
predictability by model parameters. Stimulus white noise
reflects the randomness of signals, while the deterministic
linear model reflects signal predictability.

4.2. Module Calculation. *ere are many methods to esti-
mate ARmodule parameters, such as the correlationmethod
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and the Bury method. *e relationship between AR module
parameters and autocorrelation function is used in the
correlation method.

For the p-order AR model, s(n) � − 
p

k�1 aks(n −

k) + w(n); we multiply s(n − i)(i> 0) on both sides of the
preceding formula at the same time and then calculate the
average, which is performed because E[w(n)s(n − i)] � 0.

*e Yule-Walker equation can also be deduced as

Rss(i) � − 

p

k�1
akRss(i − k) i> 0 (3)

As can be seen from (3), for signals as described by the
p-order AR model, only the p autocorrelation function is
independent, and the solution to the rest can be the re-
currence formulas.

Rss(0) Rss(−1) . . . Rss(1 − p)

Rss(1) Rss(0) . . . Rss(2 − p)

⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮

Rss(p − 1) Rss(p − 2) . . . Rss(0)

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
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Rss(1)
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Rss(p)

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
.

(4)

*e autocorrelation function is an even function, and the
matrix is symmetric, where all diagonal elements are equal to
Rss(0). If any elements clinodiagonal or parallel to the
principal diagonal are the same, it is a Toeplitz matrix. *e
autocorrelation function is known, and the solution of the
AR model-related coefficient is through (4).

*e Burg method is the most commonly used approach
for AR module parameters. It presents a method of for-
warding prediction error and backward prediction error
based on the least mean-square error rule, to obtain re-
flection coefficient Km, which is unexpectedly left outside of
known data. *e Burg method demonstrates better reso-
lution than the correlationmethod on this account and is the
proper solution for analyzing EMGs.

4.3. Feature Extraction. Using the copy of data analyzed in
AR module parameters, we carry out the division to EMGs
after filtering. *e longer the segment of data, the greater
meaning it contains, and the higher stability and accuracy of
the AR coefficient. However, if the segment of data is too
long, it is not conducive to real-time information control. To
guarantee real-time control, and to avoid causing a dis-
cernible delay, the total time for data storage and data
processing cannot be more than 300ms.

*ere are two alternative segmentation methods,
namely, overlapping window and alternating windows.

In the overlapping window method, operations are
constantly performed on data, the same block of data is
executed for a specified number of times, the more running
code is operated, and it will be more complicated for the
control system. If accelerated by computing, the data pro-
cessing time can be reduced to 1ms, and a good result for the
data segment of 200ms can be obtained. Taking all factors
into consideration, alternating windows are chosen for
segmentation.

As can be derived from Figures 9–11, with the increase of
amplitude, the AR module coefficient enhances, and the
order coefficient does not change much. If the sum of the
absolute value of the AR module order is directly adopted,
the other items will not adjust automatically, and it increases
with load.

4.4. ForearmRapid Swing and Slow Swing. With the forearm
held up and the elbow joint rotated, the EMGs of biceps and
triceps change are explored under different loads.
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*eEMGs amplitude can be estimated by the methods of
envelope, moving average, and moving RMS with the static
contraction of upper limb muscles. However, the method of
envelope provides much higher real-time amplitudes, which
is of great benefit to the control system design, and is selected
to obtain the upper limbmuscle dynamic contraction feature
variables.

*e tester lifts their forearm as briskly as they can with
the loaded exoskeleton in rapid swing, while it is lifted slowly
in slow swing.

As shown in Figure 12, biceps EMGs are the most ob-
vious, and the amplitude of triceps EMGs rises and falls, but
at a modest rate when the forearm is held up. Biceps EMGs
rapidly increase with the elbow joint angle, decay quickly as
the elbow joint angle remains unchanged, and continue to
fall if the angle decreases. *is suggests that rapid swing
occurs at the moment when the forearm outputs force when
biceps EMGs gain more intensity and quickly fall back. *e
intensity of biceps EMGs increases slowly, and it fluctuates
during the forearm slow swing. *e signal intensity during
rapid swing is much higher than that during slow swing.

4.5. Intermittent Forearm Swing. *e movement of the
upper limb is usually irregular, not always showing recip-
rocating action and featuring spasmodic stops in usual daily
life. *erefore, the value changes of EMGs in such cases will
have to be studied. Here, the exoskeleton is loaded with 3 kg
weight, and the tester lifts-up their forearm freely.

As shown in Figure 13, the relationship between EMGs
intensity and joint angle is nonlinear. *e amplitude of
EMGs does not increase when the angle is 0–50°. However, it
obviously increases when the angle is 60–85°. In addition,
when the angle changes abruptly, the amplitude also changes
suddenly.

4.6. Comparison of Results. *e large difference between
dynamic contraction and static contraction is that EMGs
reach the peak at one moment, and the highest value has
nothing to do with joint velocity change. *e change in joint
velocity is fast, the muscular instantaneous contraction is
violent, and EMGs are intense. *e analysis of maximum
EMGs can reflect the dynamic contraction of muscles.

Table 1 and Figure 14 show that there is a distinctive
difference between rapid swing and slow swing in rise time
and fall time, which further effectively proves that move-
ment modes can be classified into rapid and slow swing in
dynamic contraction. *e amplitude of maximum EMGs
increases with the load, whether rapid swing or slow swing,
which is similar to static contraction. Meanwhile, it is ob-
vious that the relationship between maximum EMGs am-
plitude and load is nonlinear; the growth rate is
comparatively larger at the beginning and then slowly de-
scends. Moreover, by comparing the two different swing
modes, we can find that the capacity of separating the
maximum EMGs is weak when the load is small, and EMGs’
magnitude for fast swing is much larger than that for slow
swing when the load is large.
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Figure 12: Dynamic contraction of (a) EMGs featuring value change in rapid swing, (b) EMGs featuring value change in slow swing, (c)
elbow joint change in rapid swing, (d) elbow joint change in slow swing, with 5 kg load.
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5. Man-Machine Synergy Control

5.1. EMGs Mapping Relationships. When the tester is in the
exoskeleton, muscle force can be subjectively conceived into
five levels: powerless, weak, moderate, strong, and very
strong, and its corresponding duty-ratio-controlled vari-
ables are 20, 40, 60, 80, and 100. *e biceps (pulling up) and
triceps (pulling down) EMGs strength can be estimated in
such a case. *e method for EMGs strength calculation is to
average the EMGs characters of muscle force within 0.5
seconds.

EMG �


1000
i�0 EMG(i)

1000
, (5)

where EMG(i) represents sampled data, and EMG is the
average of EMGs.

*e sampled data are shown in Table 2.
From Figure 15, a nonlinear relationship between duty-

ratio-controlled variables and average EMG characters can
be derived. *is suggests that EMGs generated by human
perception of muscle force are nonlinear. If the exoskeleton
is in strict accordance with linear control, we will quickly run
into rotational speed increases with the elbow joint. *us, it
is easily operated, and the operation is linear control in
human perception, and nonlinear EMGs are mapped to
duty-ratio-controlled variables.

*ere are only 5 separated points in Figure 15. *e
average EMG characters can be contrasted with the duty-
ratio-controlled variables, and the two appear in a contin-
uum for continuous control; hence, interpolation is needed
for the 5 separated points.

5.2. Polynomial Interpolation. A series of points also looks as
an approximate expression when using interpolation. *e
choices of functional form can be various, such as trigo-
nometric function and rational function. Algebraic poly-
nomial interpolation is applied, as it is easily performed by
the function of f(x) � a0 + a1x + a2x

2 + . . . + anxn.
As the function has 5 points, according to the polyno-

mial interpolation uniqueness condition, the fourth-order
polynomial is satisfactory. Its key is to define the related
coefficient of the polynomial function. *ere are many
methods to solve the problem, such as multivariable poly-
nomial system or Lagrangian method. *e order of inter-
polation is small, and it is easy to find a solution for
equations. We can obtain the polynomial coefficient by
developing programs directly for equations in software, and
the procedure is presented below.

*ere are 5 points, namely, (x0, y0), (x1, y1), (x2, y2),
(x3, y3), and (x4, y4), which satisfy the function of
f(x) � a0 + a1x + a2x

2 + a3x
3 + a4x

4, giving the following
equations [17]:

a0 + a1x0 + a2x
2
0 + a3x

3
0 + a4x

4
0 � y0,

a0 + a1x1 + a2x
2
1 + a3x

3
1 + a4x

4
1 � y1,

a0 + a1x2 + a2x
2
2 + a3x

3
2 + a4x

4
2 � y2,

a0 + a1x3 + a2x
2
3 + a3x

3
3 + a4x

4
3 � y3,

a0 + a1x4 + a2x
2
4 + a3x

3
4 + a4x

4
4 � y4.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(6)

Using the Gaussian elimination method of linear alge-
bra, the combination of elimination method and recursive
method as a solution to the above equations can yield the
values of 5 parameters.

Given the parameters in Table 3 above as a reference, the
mapping relation function image is illustrated in Figure 16.

As can be seen in Figure 16, the interpolation function
goes through points that are detected using the interpolation
method, and ideal nonlinear mapping can be realized
around several measured points. *ese points easily fluc-
tuate around the measured points. According to the triceps
mapping relation in Figure 16, the average EMGs character
is more than 50, and the corresponding duty-ratio-con-
trolled variables exhibit a sharp drop, which is even negative.

*is explains the problem of man-machine synergy
control. *e operator’s upper limb swings up, stops in
midstream, and then swings up again, which will lead to the
upper limb’s shaking. *is is mainly because of a sudden
change of the moving direction of human muscle dynamic
contraction, causing a sharp maximum in EMGs. *e duty-
ratio-controlled variables of the triceps will offset those of
the biceps first, and then, triceps EMGs are in the process of
50–80, falling off sharply. Subsequently, the net duty-ratio-
controlled variables increase again, which causes vibration.
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Figure 14: Maximum EMG under various loads.

Table 1: Comparison of dynamic contraction under various loads.

Load (kg)
Rise time (s) Fall time (s)

Maximum
amplitude
(mV)

Rapid Slow Rapid Slow Rapid Slow
0 0.5 10 0.5 12 130 80
1 0.5 10 0.6 18 180 140
2 0.5 15 0.8 10 300 250
3 0.5 10 0.8 8 480 270
4 0.5 10 1 8 485 310
5 0.5 9 1 6 514 325
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To solve the problem of EMGs mapping uncertainty outside
the range of interpolation, the answer is to cut out the EMGs’
feature value. *e oversized EMGs feature value matches the
maximal duty-ratio-controlled variables directly. When
EMGs are very small, the duty-ratio-controlled variables are
set to the high-speed on-off valve dead zone critical point,
which is 15.

5.3. Determination of Synergic ControlMethod. *e synergic
control method falls into three steps: feature extraction,
nonlinear mapping, and comparison judgment.

Feature extraction only consists of the high-pass filter,
full-wave rectifier, and low-pass filter, originally acquiring
the EMGs data of two motions, the envelope curve of biceps
and triceps EMGs, which are EMG1 and EMG2, respectively.
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Figure 15: Scatter diagram of duty-ratio-controlled variables and average EMG characters.

Table 2: Exertion rating and average EMGs characters.

Exertion rating Duty-ratio-controlled variables Biceps EMG ratio Triceps EMG ratio
Powerless 20 11.9 4.8
Weak 40 21.3 9.7
Moderate 60 33.0 18.3
Strong 80 44.1 29.4
Very strong 100 79.1 49.4

Table 3: Mapping relation parameters.

Signal source a0 a1 a2 a3 a4
Biceps −21.810601 4.827553 −0.138556 0.002629 −0.000018
Triceps −11.075030 8.138877 −0.382913 0.009916 −0.000093
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Figure 16: Duty-ratio-controlled variables and average EMGs characters.
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According to the method claimed above, the biceps and
triceps ratings of perceived exertion average EMGs char-
acters are EMG10 . . .EMG14 and EMG20 . . .EMG24,

respectively, and then, in polynomial interpolation, the
interpolation function coefficients are a10 . . . a14 and
a20 . . . a24, and the mapping function is as follows:

Dutyemg1(x) �

15, x≤EMG10,

a10 + a11x + a12x
2

+ a13x
3

+ a14x
4
, EMG10 < x<EMG14,

100, x≥ EMG14,

⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

Dutyemg2(x) �

15, x≤EMG20,

a20 + a21x + a22x
2

+ a23x
3

+ a24x
4
, EMG20 < x<EMG24,

100, x≥ EMG24.

⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

(7)

After the nonlinear mapping of EMGs, the net duty-
ratio-controlled variables Dutynet can be calculated as

Dutynet� Dutyemg1 EMG1(  − Dutyemg2 EMG2( , (8)

where Dutyemg1(EMG1) and Dutyemg2(EMG2) are the duty-
ratio-controlled variables of the first and second high-speed
on-off valve, respectively.

5.4. Forearm Lift-Up Motion When Unpowered with Various
Loads. *e biceps and triceps EMGs are taken as control
input when the tester is in the exoskeleton while studying the
load controlling results and the effect of weight reduction by
the exoskeleton.

*e experiment includes two parts: forearm EMGs
unpowered with various loads and forearm EMGs powered
by the exoskeleton with various loads.

*e tester stands still, the surface electrodes are pasted to
a relevant location outside of the biceps and triceps, the
tester outputs upward force, and the exoskeleton swings up,
recording EMGs and the angle in the whole process.

It can be derived from Figure 17 and 18 that the biceps
EMGs increase with elbow joint angle and triceps EMGs
change little in the process.

5.5. Forearm Lift-Up Motion When Powered with Various
Loads. *e EMGs and angle joint variation curves (pow-
ered, 5 kg) can be seen in Figures 19 and 20. When the
operator lifts-up and puts down the forearm, muscles are
activated. *e movements are biceps upward and triceps
downward, and the essential distinction is obvious, which is
different from the powered condition. *e load is not on the
operator when powered, and the biceps does not need to be
in tension all the time during lifting up and putting down the
forearm; there is a great deal of difference in EMGs change.
*e wave deformation is very similar in the process of lifting
up when powered, and the variance of maximum EMGs is
much larger than the average EMGs.

5.6.MaximumEMGsPowered Efficiency. *e average EMGs
feature value describes EMGs in the whole process, and the

maximum EMGs feature value describes the extent to which
the muscles are activated during dynamic muscle contrac-
tion. *e biceps maximum EMGs in lifting up under
unpowered and powered conditions are compared to
evaluate powered efficiency.

*e maximum EMGs powered efficiency can be derived
from Table 4. *e maximum value of EMGs shows a sharp
reduction between unpowered and powered condition, and
the maximum EMGs powered efficiency can reach 78.66%.
*e less the maximum EMGs, the more comfortable for the
operator, and the relatively smaller transient impact to the
limb.

5.7. Powered Stability Analysis. *e intensity of EMGs rises
with the increase of load when unpowered; however, the
muscle output force is approximating similar without much
fluctuation when powered. To evaluate the fluctuation of the
control system relative to load change, EMGs mean variance
is calculated for various loads.

Table 5 describes powered stability. *e mean of biceps
EMGs is 26.05 during lifting up with the load increased from
0 kg to 10 kg, which is smaller than that for an unpowered
condition without any load, and the standard deviation is
3.79. *e mean of triceps EMGs is 19.01 during putting
down, while the unpoweredminimum biceps feature value is
25.3. With the increase of load, the force change is very small
for the operator to control the exoskeleton, and the results
for exoskeleton assistance are excellent.

5.8. Coordination Effect Analysis. In order to evaluate the
advantage of the control method, man-machine synergy
control is another aspect besides assistance. *e aim of
synergy control is that man should be synchronized with the
exoskeleton, and the operator can achieve starting and
stopping the control of the exoskeleton.

*e discontinuous swing EMGs and angle joint variation
curves are shown in Figures 21 and 22. *e operator stops
the exoskeleton midstream, and there is an angle overshoot,
which diminishes gradually with the load increase and in-
ertia moment.
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Figure 17: EMGs and angle joint variation curves of (a) EMGs and (b) angle joint; unpowered (3 kg).
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Figure 18: EMGs and angle joint variation curves of (a) EMGs and (b) angle joint; unpowered (5 kg).
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Figure 19: EMGs and angle joint variation curves of (a) EMGs and (b) angle joint; powered condition (3 kg).
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Figure 20: EMGs and angle joint variation curves of (a) EMGs and (b) angle joint; powered condition (5 kg).

Table 4: Maximum EMGs powered efficiency.

Load (kg)
Lifting up

Unpowered Powered Powered efficiency
0 74.0 72.1 2.57
1 98.3 50.9 48.22
2 110 64.1 41.73
3 156 53.8 65.51
4 262 55.9 78.66
5 274 63.2 76.93

Table 5: Powered stability.

Statistics
Lifting up Putting down

Biceps Triceps Biceps Triceps
Average value 26.05 5.39 9.22 19.01
Variance 3.79 0.30 1.48 3.97
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Figure 21: Discontinuous swing EMGs and angle joint variation curves of (a) EMGs, (b) angle joint under 3 kg load.
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6. Conclusions

*is study analyzed the amplitude and frequency char-
acteristics of EMGs and proposed a suitable signal pro-
cessing scheme. *e acquisition instrument was selected,
and the EMGs acquisition system was established. *e
biceps and triceps EMGs static contraction and dynamic
contraction, and rotational speeds were analyzed under
various loads (3 kg and 5 kg, respectively). *e duty-ratio-
controlled variables could be divided into five levels
corresponding to the exertion rating from powerless to
very strong in two EMGs characters, which can be re-
flected in the scatter diagram of duty-ratio-controlled
variables and average EMGs characters. *e net duty-
ratio-controlled variables were adopted to control the on-
off state and PWM duty ratio of the high-speed on-off
valve. *e maximum EMGs powered efficiency, powered
stability analysis, and coordination effect all indicate that
the pneumatic-powered exoskeleton is of good assistance,
and synergic control also works perfectly in forearm lift-
up movement powered under various loads, whether the
elbow is in continuous swing or not.

We may extend the proposed methods to uncertain
probabilistic linguistic environments in our future studies
[18, 19], including decision-making with probabilistic
hesitant fuzzy information based on multiplicative con-
sistency, instead of the man-machine synergic control in a
specific environment. We may also extend the proposed
methods to probabilistic linguistic uncertain environ-
ments in our future studies, such as score function based
on concentration degree for probabilistic linguistic term
sets, evaluating the Internet of *ings platforms using
integrated probabilistic linguistic multicriteria decision-
making method [20–23]. We can also introduce a non-
linear control algorithm in the controller design, such as
fuzzy control, neural network control [24], and observer-
based fuzzy adaptive control [25].
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